A-Level Philosophy
Super Curricular Activities
Competitions

21 June Deadline
st

31 May Deadline
st

Lloyd Davies Philosophy Prize
Essay Competition - £250 first prize
Trinity College Philosophy Essay Prize
What do we owe to each other?
Does social media make us less lonely, or more?
Must we want to be happy?

Taster Events and Online Webinars / Lectures.
UEA online Taster Lectures
29th April 4.30-5.15pm Philosophy: Life after death
30th June 4.15-5.15pm Philosophy: University module insights

Websites
Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy online encyclopaedia with dedicated articles
and introductions to all common elements of Western Philosophy
Michael Lacewing’s Website has introductory reading and discussion in all basic areas of Western
Philosophy by an academic philosopher and teacher
Oxplore.org big Questions tackle complex ideas across a range of subject providing a stimulus for
discussion and intellectual curiosity
Existential Comics online comic series which contextualises historical philosopher
The School of Life Youtube channel exploring emotional and psychological wellbeing including
some introductions to global philosophy
Forum for Philosophy blog and podcast based at the London School of Economics

Podcasts & Videos
The Good Place award-winning NBC comedy series with explicit and implicit exploration of ethical
and metaphysical questions, available on Netflix
Steven Universe animated coming of age series which explores growing up, gender, and sexuality,
available on Netflix
TED talks on Philosophy.

Journals & Magazines
The Royal Institute of Philosophy organisation that promotes philosophy with events, lectures,
competitions, and two different journals.
Best of Philosophy - Oxford University Press
The Philosophers Magazine
The New Philosopher

Additional Reading
OUP Very Short Introductions approachable scholarly introductions to a huge range of
topics including many branches of global philosophy
Internet Archive has millions of free books, movies, websites and more.
Staircase 12 a range of reading and resources recommended by current
undergraduates grouped by subject.
At the Existentialist Café modern assessment of the existentialist philosophers in Paris
The Problems of Philosophy introduction to the major problems of Analytic Philosophy
by Bertrand Russell, one of the most respected philosophers of the 20th Century
The History of Philosophy a large introduction to philosophical thought, from ancient to
modern, from all over the world.

Martin Hollis - An Invitation to Philosophy
George S. Fullerton An Introduction to Philosophy

